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 Abstract 

XML documents have been rapidly used to store heterogeneous data types which could 

be either structured or semi structured. Large organizations prefer to store their data in 

the format of XML as it offers many benefits compared to HTML. Due to the rise in the 

usage of XML databases, the need to locate the data and maintenance of it has been in 

demand. Keyword Searching is one of the techniques where the user can locate a data 

item without knowing the query semantics or the structure of the data stored. To assist in 

easy retrieval of specific information, indexing the data efficiently helps a lot. This paper 

primarily focused on using a compact tree structure to index the XML data and developed 

an algorithm on top of it which assists in quick query processing and minimized index 

traversal time. We also studied a labelled tree known as XML region tree and presented 

the comparative results to show the efficacy of our indexing structure. 
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1. Introduction 

XML databases are object based databases which helps us to capture data of an 

organization which is in hierarchical structures. It is a tagging markup language a 

little different from HyperText MarkUp Language. It can be used to store data or 

use it to link organizational data.  Once data is stored in the XML database, to 

retrieve it a user should learn schema specific XML languages such as XPath, 

XQuery etc which is cumbersome. To ease the user, keyword searching came into 
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existence which helps any naive user who knows searching using a simple search 

tool. The area of Keyword Search is broadly divided into two phases: Indexing 

and Ranking.   

 

There have been many traditional indexing techniques which used to consider 

an entire document as a set of words and used to find the keywords belonging to 

the document or not. These conventional indexing won't work for databases which 

are semi structured and where data is related with more that one document. 

Building XML Indexes in contrast to traditional Indexes is difficult as most of the 

XML data is represented in tree structures. Research has been done on how to 

build XML indexes[1] and its various operations such as Index Updation and also 

algorithms to decrease the query processing time in keyword searching using these 

indexes. 

 

This paper focuses mainly on various structural indices which could assist faster 

keyword searching and reduced index traversal time to locate the keywords. 

Section 2 briefly presented the existing methods to address the challenges of 

indexes.  Section 3 discusses using Compact Ttree (CTree) [2] indexing structure 

which addresses the existing challenges. Section 4 describes the XR Tree[3] 

Indexing which also uses a similar kind of indexing approach. Section 5 presents 

the comparison results of the proposed system with XR Tree Indexing [3] and 

conclusion remarks. 

 

 2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Any indexing structure to be most efficient must be able to retrieve the sub trees 

of  XML documents which represent related keywords. In one way XML index 

must be able to process the trees top-down or bottom-up by traversing the tree 

nodes. The results could be simple paths or complex paths which are known as 

twigs. Every node in the XML tree is assigned a Label which gives the node 
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information such as its parent, child, siblings, in which level it is located etc. 

These labels play a very important role in accelerating query processing.  

 

  Let's take an example query article[editor="ESHWAR"] and see how it is 

evaluated in Path traversal systems. In top-down processing, the query is 

processed by looking at all downward paths starting from any article element 

which has an immediate editor element. It then traverses downward to find the 

article  edited by  “ESHWAR”. Next, it looks for all the nodes with labels in the 

document to determine all possible paths. To process a  search query consisting of  

"title" and "journal", it needs to traverse all the paths from top to leaf nodes which 

consists of a journal sub element. In general there would be more than one match, 

so it needs to find its way back to top to search for the next child node which 

contains the "journal" element.  

 

This is a time taking, in-efficient method to search the matching keywords in 

the XML trees. So, we move on efficient indexing techniques which overcome 

exhaustive path traversals and are also effective in processing parent-child related 

queries.An index technique would be proved as efficient if it helps in deducing the 

relationship between the nodes present in different levels which are encoded in the 

index files [4]. It should also help in knowing the attributes of the document such 

as number of levels, depth of the tree, siblings, ancestors, descendants. The index 

file must be able to manage the load of the hierarchical XML document.  

 

Gou et al [5] had categorized two types of indices based on the traversals. a) 

XML Path Indices are used for processing the simple path queries. b) XML Twig 

indices were used for processing twig queries. In the processing of twig query, a 

subsequent joining of simple paths is required. In comparison with the node 

indexing scheme, the path indexing scheme requires less number of joins in query 

processing, thereby improving the performance. 
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In contrast to above, Vakali et al[1, 6] summarized different indices on type of 

data stored and the structure of the XML document. They defined a structural 

summary index structure which preserves all the paths from root nodes to leaf 

nodes. This eliminated book keeping information about the hierarchical structure 

and still maintained the relationships between two nodes. The main advantage of 

these indices are they are very effective in processing path queries, but not suitable 

for twig queries. Similar to Gou et al[5], path indices were used to store the label 

paths whereas Node indices were defined to store node names and joins were 

needed to reconstruct the structure. The latter most sequence based indices stored 

data related to both the documents and queries in a sequential manner to match the 

keyword queries by sequence matching. 

 

Path Index Structures mainly focus on root to leaf paths and don't bother about 

the content. They used to take the help of a supplementary value index for the 

content. Because of this, the query processing cost involves not only joins but also 

recursive lookups in the index to match the keywords. An index structure which 

stores both the path and content was devised by Cooper et al. [7]. However, it 

cannot support ancestor-dependent queries efficiently.  They cannot efficiently 

process the partial match or content-based queries. 

 

Node Index Structures [8, 9] are based on the labeling schemes which can be 

containment based or prefix-based. It holds the value that depicts the node’s 

position in the XML document. These indices support both parent-child and 

ancestor-dependent relationships and it needs only two comparisons to infer. But a 

challenging task is to have cost effective index updes.  

 

The XML tree and the query is converted to a sequence in Sequence Structural 

Index structures  and then it uses a subsequence matching algorithm to evaluate 

the query results. Structural-encoding sequences are defined by Haixun et  al [10] 

to store the XML data and the search query. The SES consists of two components. 
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The first component is the element tag and the second is the path of its parent 

starting from the root node. The encoding starts by scanning the data tree in a top-

down approach.  The length of the sequence will increase as the path of the XML 

data tree gets longer. Label length increases as the tree depth increases. For longer 

trees the index updation is a challenging task.   

Praveen et.al [11] overcomes the limitation of Haixun [12] which eliminated the 

need to evaluate each and every node by removing the duplicate nodes. In contrast 

of top to down sequencing they used bottom up sequencing to minimize the cost 

of query evaluation.  

Hence there is a dire need to devise an index structure which can help in 

overcoming the limitations.  

1. It should be able to preserve both content and structural properties on XML 

documents. 

2. To infer all the relationships between any two nodes. 

3.Index file size should be less and reduced index file updates 

4. Speed up query processing. 

In the proposed study we use an indexing structure which addresses all the 

above issues and have the advantages of Path based and Node based indexing. 

Compact Tree Index (Ctree) [2, 13] is used to index the XMl documents which 

stores not only the path summaries which preserve the Parent-Child relationships 

but also detailed summary of ancestor to dependent relationships at element level. 

It also speeds up the query processing as it prunes out a large number of irrelevant 

nodes and matches the context using an inverted index. 

 

3. Proposed Index Method:  

Ctree
[12]

 is a form of binary tree with two levels which is used to summarize the 

entire XML document in a compact manner. Each node in CTree has two pointers, 

where the group pointer points to the nodes of similar child nodes having the same 
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parent node and the element pointer stores data about its children nodes as well as 

respective parent nodes. Building of group pointers is usually done by identifying 

all the nodes with similar hierarchical sub structures who have a common parent 

node and storing them as a group. In the next level, each node holds the pointers 

sequentially to its list of parents and children.  With reference to the Ctree 

properties, we found that if we built an efficient indexing algorithm which indexes 

the Groups and Elements (represented in ctree), it would decrease the number of 

comparisons to search a keyword in the XML tree. Due to less number of 

comparisons to locate a keyword, it gradually decreases the query processing time.  

So we devised a novel indexing algorithm using ctree which could be used for 

XML keyword Search. We also used the level at which the keywords appeared to 

calculate the proximity. 

The proposed work is divided into three phases as shown as in the design in 

Figure1.  

Phase 1 - Ctree Builder and Ctree Index Generator : Using Ctree based 

indexing to index the XML documents. This requires XML documents to be 

parsed and storing them in a relational database in the form of tables. And building 

an index on this tabular data. 

 

      Figure 1 : Proposed Design 

Phase 1 - Ctree Builder and Ctree Index Generator : Using Ctree based 

indexing to index the XML documents. This requires XML documents to be 

parsed and storing them in a relational database in the form of tables. And building 

an index on this tabular data. 
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Phase 2 - Locate Matching XML Subtrees based on Keywords  using 

Proximity keyword Search algorithm (PKSA) :  The second major step is to 

efficiently use the Ctree index to compute the XML subtrees which contain all the 

keywords entered by the user. 

 

Phase 3  - Display Results based on Proximity : The final step is displaying the 

XML subtrees by ranking them based on edge distance from the Lowest Common 

Ancestor of the elements which contain the keywords. 

The generated Ctree index locates the keyword in the XML elements and returns a 

list of XML tags based on the element ids and group ids of where the keyword in 

matched in the node. Then a minimum connecting tree with the lowest common 

ancestor of the given keywords are computed using our algorithm . 

1. Find the group ids and element id's of the given keywords from the index 

table and store it in two lists. 

2. If the group id's of all the keywords are the same Check their element 

id's are equal. 

(a) If they are equal Display the element id along with the given 

keywords  

(b) If they are not equal Compute the LCA of the keywords by 

retrieving their parent element ids and group ids. 

else  

 (a) Retrieve the depth of each keyword. Let p and q be the 

keywords    which are at maximum depth and minimum depth 

respectively. 

(b) Recursively reach the ancestor of every keyword which is at 

level(q) from the keywords which have depth less than equal to  p. 

(c) Compute the LCA of the ancestors. 

3. Rank the results based upon the distance between the keywords. 
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In addition to computing the minimum connecting trees containing the keywords , 

a metric known as score is also computed for every XML document. Let's assume 

the user has submitted n keywords. If a XML document contains all n keywords, 

its score is dened as 100. With n keywords we can nd n! combinations. If a XML 

document contains less than n number of keywords say p, its score is dened as 100 

- ( (p/n!) * 100). For example, with 3 keywords, there are 6 possible combinations. 

Score of a XML document which contains all 3 keywords is 100 percent. Score for 

an XML document which contains 2 keywords is 100 - ((2/6) * 100). 

 

4. XML Region Tree Index Structure : 

XR (XML Region)[24] Tree are proposed on the basis of a numbering scheme to 

index XML documents.  It is dynamic in nature which gives efficient index 

updates with no time. Each node in this tree is represented by a region similar to 

an entity/object with beginning and finishing node numbers [25, 22, 8] based on 

its location in the entire xml document such that for any two nodes n1 and n2, 

either entire n2 is before or after n1 and also either n1 contains n2 or n2 contains 

n1. Depth First Traversal  is used to enumerate the nodes in the regions.  If we 

clearly understand the B+ Trees, we can infer that an XR tree is a B+tree in 

simplicity. Each region stores complex entries with extra pointers pointing to its 

before and after regions. They use a concept known as stabs where each stab entry 

is entered into an index entry. 

 

5. Comparison of XR Tree Index structures with Compact Tree Index 

Structures : 

We used a sample data set from the DBLP[26] database to compare the efficiency 

of Compact Tree Index Structures with XR Tree Index Structures. We simulated  a 

B+tree index structure to evaluate the parent-child and ancestor dependent 

relationships and compared the performance of Ctree Index with XR Tree 

structures with respect to Index file Size and some path based queries. We 

compared the effectiveness of compact tree index entries  with respect to building 
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indexes with XR  Tree[25].  We experimented with Xpath queries where the 

keywords are at different levels and also queries which results in twig query 

results . We found that query processing time for simple path queries takes almost 

the same time for both the indexes. For complex queries which are at different 

levels, compact tree index fairs much better than XR Trees. For nodes which 

needs traversal of more than one document Ctree efficiently traverses within a 

short span of time as well as query processing time is reduced. 

Table 1: Processing times of Ctree and XR Tree Indexed Algorithms

 

QPT = Query Processing time in milli secs, ITT=Index Traversal time in milli 

secs      

     

6. Conclusion:  

In this paper we tried to compare two different XML index structures Ctree and 

XR tree. Both are good in preserving relationships between different nodes. XR 

tree is mainly used to construct an index for strictly nested XML data whereas 

Ctree could be used for any kind of complex data trees. Space overhead as well as 

index updation is less for Ctree indices compared to documents indexed by XR 

trees.  
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